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Adoption of the Combine
on the Northern Plains *
THOMAS D. ISERN

Since the harvest is the most intense phase of farming, some of
the most noteworthy agricultural adaptations pertain to it. The
combine, which won the favor of farmers on the northern Great
Plains only after the machine had been altered to meet their
special conditions, provides a good illustration of this adaptation
process. The manner in which use of the combine was extended
into the northern plains, some years later than into the southern
plains, also shows that although the northern plains and the
southern plains share much of a common culture and agriculture,
the regions also display important differences.
Decades before the combine came to the plains, farmers there
had developed methods of harvesting and threshing distinct from
those used in other regions. In the late nineteenth century, use of
the binder was standard practice in the prairies just to the east.
As a result, migrating farmers introduced the binder, a humidarea institution, into the subhumid and semiarid plains, where it
often proved unsuitable. On the plains, where rainfall was inconsistent, straw was sometimes too short to tie good bundles. The
binder, with its slim swath, was too narrow-gauge for the extensive agriculture of the Great Plains. Binding, shocking, stacking,
and threshing also required too much hand and horse labor.
Plains farmers, therefore, turned to the header, which cut a wider
swath, worked well in short straw, and required less handling of
the grain. The header did not tie bundles but merely clipped off
* This article waa presented in slightly different form at the DakoU History
Conference in Madison. South Dakota, in April 1979.
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the heads of grain so that they could be handled loose. The header
came into common use in the winter wheat regions of the
southern plains, displacing the binder or at least supplementing
it on nearly all farms.^
In the spring wheat regions of the northern plains, however,
the binder held its own against the header, for several reasons.
There the harvest was not so hurried as in the winter wheat
1. Merritt Finley Miller, The Evolution of Reaping Machines, U.S. Department
of Agriculture, Office of Experiment Stations Bulletin no. 103 (Washington, D.C,
1902), pp. 34-39; James C. Malin, Winter Wheat in the Golden Belt of Kansas: A
Study in Adaptation to Subhumid Geographical Environment (reprint ed.; New
York: Octagon Books, 1973), pp. 62-65; J. H. Arnold, "Farm Practices in Growing
Wheat," in Yearbook of the United States Department of Agriculture, 1919
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1920), pp. 137-38; Arnold P. Yerkes and
L. M. Church, Cost of Harvesting Wheat by Different Methods, U.S. Department
of Agriculture Bulletin no. 627 (Washington, D.C, 1918), throughout.
The tractor-drawn binder was in use on the Nobel Inglett
farm in Gregory County as late as the mid-1930s or 1940s.
This binder, here cutting oats, left the bundles
in groups to be shocked.
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regions because uneven ripening of a variety of spring grain
crops stretched it out. In addition, the straw of the wheat in the
spring wheat regions was usually long enough to tie good
bundles. Although economies of scale probably would have
favored the header over the binder, the binder functioned well
enough that farmers in this region were able to hold on to this
humid-area institution.^
Along with use of the binder, farmers in the Midwest had also
developed the custom of cooperative threshing of their bound
grain by the end of the nineteenth century. They exchanged labor
and pooled their capital either to buy a steam engine and stationary separator or to hire a thresherman. On the Great Plains,
however, cooperative threshing gave way to custom threshing in
both the northern and southern reaches. Each farmer made his
own arrangements with a custom thresherman who supplied not
only an engine and separator but also a full complement of
laborers. Custom threshing was well suited to the plains.
Farmers there needed its large capacity to handle their greater
acreage, but they also risked crop failure in any one year, and
custom threshing allowed them to avoid the investment of
threshing machinery.^
Regional methods of harvesting and threshing thus crystallized in distinct fashion: the header prevailed in the southern
plains, the binder in the northern plains, except for Montana,
where much winter wheat was grown; custom threshing was
predominate in both areas. Making these practices possible was a
mobile army of harvest hands, or bindlestiffs. that each summer
invested the plains and moved north with the harvest, an army
whose numbers swelled to about one hundred thousand in the
early 1920s.*
2. Yerkes and Church, Cost of Harvesting Wheat, pp. 3,15; Arnold, "Farm Practices in Growing Wheat," pp. 137-38, 143-44.
3. J. C. Rundles, "The Thrashing Ring in the Corn Belt," in Yearbook of the
United States Department of Agriculture, 1918 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1919), pp. 247-68; Paul L. Vogt, "Farmers' Cooperative Threshing Outfits," NatioTial Stockman and Farmer 40 (22 July 1916): 4-5; "Organizing a Threshing Ring." Wallace's Farmer 45 {16 Apr. 1920):U77; "Custom Threshing as a
Business," American Thresherman 23 (May 1920):7. 70; E. L. Currier, The Cost of
Growing Wheat in Typical Non-irrigated Areas in Montana. Montana Agricultural
Experiment Station Bulletin no. 122 (Bozeman, 1918), p. 159; Interviews with
various threshermen, especially Floyd Bever. Sedan, Kansas, 13 Apr. 1976.
4. See three U.S. Department of Agriculture bulletins by Don D. Lescohier:
Harvest Labor Problems in the Wheat Belt, Bulletin no. 1020 (1922); Source of Supply and Conditions of Employment of Harvest Labor in the Wheat Belt, Bulletin
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The machine that was to displace these systems, the combined
harvester-thresher, or combine, was passing through a series of
modifications in other regions. The first working combine was the
invention of Hiram Moore and John Hascall of Kalamazoo County. Michigan, who tested it in the late 1830s. Andrew and Abner
Moore (no relation to Hiram Moore) operated combines built
according to the inventors' design in Michigan at least until 1853.
The early combines incorporated most of the features basic to
later combines. A reciprocating sickle cut the stalks; a toothed
reel pushed the grain onto the platform; and a canvas apron
delivered it to a threshing cylinder. Screens and a fan cleaned the
threshed grain. The header, twelve feet wide, extended to the
right. Each combine required sixteen horses, for the moving
parts were driven from a ground wheel.
Although competition from the relatively inexpensive reaper
prevented general adoption of the combine in Michigan, an intriguing sequence of events established it in the expansive wheat
ranches of California. In 1854, Andrew Moore and a partner
named George Leland shipped a combine around Cape Horn to
the Santa Clara Valley, where Leland that year combined about
six hundred acres for wheat ranchers on a custom basis. His
clients failed to pay him for the work. Worse yet, in 1856 the combine was destroyed by fire in the field.^
From this apparent false start, the combine took root in the
Golden State. Local mechanics and farmers constructed new combines along similar lines, and during the 1880s. commercial production began. Combines built by Daniel Best, Benjamin Holt,
and other manufacturers replaced headers in California in the
1890s, and after 1900, equipped with leveling devices, they rolled
into the hilly wheatlands of Washington's Palouse Valley. These
combines of the Far West were cumbersome but effective. Their
headers were as wide as twenty feet or more, and thirty-two or
more horses pulled each machine/ ,
no. 1211 (1924); and ConditionB Affecting the Demand for Harvest Labor in the
Wheat Belt, Bulletin no. 1230 (1924).
5. F. Hal Higgins. "The Moore-Hascall Harvester Centennial Approaches,"
Michigan History Magazine 14 (Summer 1930):415-37; F. Hal Higgins, "John M.
Homer and the Development of the Combined Harvester." Agricultural History 32
(Jan. 1958):14-17.
6. Higgins. "John M. Homer," pp. 14-24; F. Hal Higgins, "The Cradle of the
Combine," Pacific Runü Press 133 (20 Feb. 1937):284-85; Robert Terry. "The Combined Harvester-Thresher." Implement and Tractor 64 (20 Aug. 1949):45-46; C. C.
Johnson, "Combines Long Known in Washington," American Thjresherman 33
(May 1930):26.
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Only a few of these monsters roamed east of the Rocky Mountains prior to World War I. As early as 1901, F. Neeland Thomas
of Great Bend, Kansas, celebrated the Fourth of July with a
demonstration of a sixteen-foot Best combine. Isolated introductions also took place in Montana and Saskatchewan. These attempts were premature: first, some economic jolt was required to
force farmers to abandon the headers, binders, threshers, and
bindlestiffs to which they were accustomed; next, the ungainly
combine had to undergo adaptation according to the specific
needs of farmers on the plains.'
World War I provided the economic stimulus. Rising prices for
grain brought advancement of the wheat frontier at the same
time that conscription and defense work absorbed many of the
seasonal laborers wheat farmers needed. In 1917 and 1918,
farmers on the southern plains began to purchase combines. The
machines they chose were known as prairie models, with headers
of from twelve to sixteen feet. These filled the need for swift
harvesting with limited labor, but were not so large and expensive that the cost was prohibitive in that time of prosperity.
Prairie combines, pulled either by horses or tractors, bore auxiliary engines to drive the threshing parts.^
Sales of combines increased rapidly after the war, and although
hard times began in 1921, farmers had already seen the benefits
of the new machines. Kansas, with more winter wheat than any
other state, had the most combines. By 1926, 8.274 were in use in
the state, and by 1930,27,000 of the 75,000 combines in the United
States were in Kansas. Acceptance of the prairie combine was
almost as swift in Texas and Oklahoma. By this time, implement
manufacturers had also introduced yet smaller combines with
headers ten feet or less in width, designed to be driven by the
power takeoff of a tractor and to be used in the Midwest. These
gained favor among farmers with small acreage and limited
capital.^
7. Great Bend Tribune, 26 July 1937, and Lamed Chronoscope, 8 July 1927.
typescripts of articles in clippings collections, Kansas State Historical Society
Library. Topeka. Kansas; "Early Combines in Saskatchewan." typescript of clippings. Archives of Saskatchewan, Regina, Saskatchewan; A. E. Starch and R. M.
Merrill, The Combined Harvester-Thresher in Montana, Montana Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin no. 230 (Bozeman. 1930), p. 6.
8. L. A. Reynoldson et al.. The Combined Harvester.Thresher in the Great
Plains, U.S. Department of Agriculture Technical Bulletin no. 70 (Washington.
D.C, 1928), pp. 2-3.
9. H. B. Walker and E, L. Rhoades, "The Combine Harvester in Kansas." in
Wheat in Kansas: Report of the Kansas State Board of Agriculture for the Quarter
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A twelve-foot drag or pull-type combine harvested forty acres
of wheat per day on the W. R. Woods Pleasure Valley Ranch,
south of Custer, in the 1920s. The cost of this typicalrsized
prairie combine was Sl,535, arid it harvested afield at an
average of $2.10 per acre. Note the steel tires and the grain
being handled in sacks, not in bulk.

The combine won this acceptance on the southern plains only
by overcoming initial objections and problems. Wheat had to be
dead ripe before it could be cut with a combine, whereas with a
binder and even with a header, the grain could be cut earlier; the
combine, therefore, delayed harvest and increased risk. Farmers
had to wait until wheat had dried to a moisture content of 15 percent or less, or it would spoil in the bin. Millers at first were prejudiced against wheat harvested with a combine, and they graded
it down, believing that grain that ripened where it stood was
somehow inferior to grain that sweat in the stack. Nevertheless,
nearly all farmers who tried combines pronounced them fit for
the region, a verdict confirmed and documented in numerous exEnding September, 1920, p. 273; Edwin A. Hunger, "Kansas Outstanding Leader in
the Use of the Combine," Twenty-seventh Biennial Report of the Kansas State
Board of Agriculture (1930), p. 187; H. P. Smith and Robert P. Spilman, Harvesting
Grain with the Combined Harvester-Thresher in Northwest Teias, Texas Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin no. 373 (College Station, 1927), p. 5; J. 0.
Ellsworth and R. W. Baird, The Combine Harvester on Oklahoma Farms, 1926,
Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin no. 162 (Stillwater, 1927), p. 3.
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periments by researchers from the United States Department of
Agriculture and from state experiment stations.'"
From Michigan, to the Far West, and finally to the southern
plains, the combine had undergone adaptations. Introduction of
the prairie model had facilitated adoption of the combine on the
southern plains, for farmers there preferred the twelve- or
sixteen-foot size to the mammoth machines used on the west
coast. The larger combines required too great a capital investment for a region where risk of crop failure was high. Farmers on
the plains also chose the auxiliary engines of the prairie models
over ground wheel drive, because the engines made possible a
constant threshing speed, even when ground speed varied.
Conditions on the northern plains were somewhat different,
and the adoption of the combine was delayed in that region. Only
Montana provided the combine a pathway of early entry into the
northern plains. In 1917, the Montana Farming Corporation, soon
to become the famous Campbell Farming Corporation, near
Hardin, bought four combines, but by the end of World War I,
there probably were not fifty of them in Montana. Although a few
farmers bought combines each year thereafter, still only 144
were sold in 1925. Sales increased rapidly in the next few years,
as the combine entered every part of the state where wheat was
grown. The combine succeeded in the winter wheat region of
Montana for the same reasons as it had farther south: farms were
larger and workers were fewer than they had been before World
War I."
During the 1920s, while farmers in the winter wheat regions
were embracing the combine, farmers in the Dakotas were developing a catalog of stock arguments why the machine could not
succeed in the spring wheat region —how conditions there were
different. Some of the arguments were valid. The first objection
was that use of the combine postponed the beginning of harvest
too long. Harvesting with the combine began seven to ten days
later than harvesting with the binder. During this time, a hailstorm might level the crop, insect pests might attack it, lodging
might occur, or the grain might bleach out. In addition, wheat
10. L. C. Aicher, "Problems of the Combine Harvester," in Report of the Kansas
State Board of Agriculture for the Quarter Ending March, 1930. pp. 101-7;
Reynoldson et al.. Combined Harvester-Thresher in the Great Plains, pp. 52-56; A.
Daane, Moisture in Combined Wheat, Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station
Bulletin no. 183 (Stillwater, 1928). pp. 3-15.
11. Hiram M. Drache, Beyond the Furrow: Some Keys to Successful Farming in
the Twentieth Century (Danville, 111.: Interstate Printers and Publishers, 1976), pp.
116-18; Starch and Merrill. Combined Harvester-Thresher in Montana, pp. 6-7.
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that stood until dead ripe was more likely to shatter at the cutter
bar. These objections weighed more heavily on spring wheat
farmers than on winter wheat farmers because the binder started
harvesting a week or more earlier than the combine, the header
only a few days earlier. Forced delay led to premature harvesting. Combine owners grew impatient when they saw their
neighbors start up their binders, and they began cutting too soon.
The wet wheat thus produced was unsafe to store in the bin, and
elevators refused it. It was easy to blame the combine, forgetting
the improper use of the machine."
Another problem in the northern plains concerned weeds.
Spring wheat was more subject to infestation with weeds than
was winter wheat. When the weather was dry, Russian thistles
outgrew the wheat; when it was wet, other species sprang up.
Chunks of green stems and weed seeds passed into the threshed
grain, and the green materials raised the moisture count and
caused spoilage, even if the wheat itself was dead ripe. A related
problem was uneven ripening of spring wheat caused by low
spots or mixed seed.''
The brevity of the combining day on the northern plains raised
yet another objection to the combine. Dew was often heavy during harvest in the early fall, meaning that combining had to wait
at least until late morning, whereas on the southern plains, combiners could start earlier and work later.'*
Weighing and repeating these arguments, farmers then considered the initial cost of the combine — about $2,300 for a sixteenfoot prairie combine in the late 1920s." This seemed high because
12. Gabriel Lundy, K. H. Klages, and J. F. Goss, Progress Report on the Use of
the Combine in South Dakota, South Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station
Bulletin no. 244 (Brookings, 1929), pp. 5-6, 18-20; R. C. Miller and Alva H. Benton.
Combine Harvesting in North Dakota, North Dakota Agricultural Experiment
Station Bulletin no. 220 (Fargo, 1928), pp. 3, 7, 14-17; A. J. Schwantes, "The Combine in the Northwest," American Threskerman 34 (May 1931):7; H. F. McColly,
"The Combine in the Spring Wheat Area," American Thresherman 34 (May
1931):8.
13. Miller and Benton. Combine Harvesting in North Dakota, p. 17; "Weeds
Reduce Combine's Efficiency," American Thresherman 31 (May 1928):7; Fletcher
Goss, "Field Problems in Combine Harvesting," Agricultural Engineering 10 (Feb,
1929):65; J. Fletcher Goss, "What Are Combine's Advantages?," Dakota Farmer 48
(15 Jan. 1928):35.
14. Lundy, Klages, and Goss. Combine in South Dakota, pp. 20-24; Miller and
Benton, Combine Harvesting in North Dakota, pp. 10-11; "Moisture May Spoil
Combined Wheat," American Thresherman 31 (Aug. 1928):8.
15. Lundy, Klages, and Goss, Combirte in South Dakota, p. 45; Starch and
Merrill, Combined Harvester-Thresher in Montana, p. 15.
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they were used to buying a relatively inexpensive binder and
hiring their threshing done. They decided, therefore, to keep
their binders. Theirs was a comfortable stance: the arguments
they repeated against the combine supported the maintenance of
the humid area system of harvesting to which they were accustomed.
Nevertheless, additional evolution of combine harvesting overcame the objections of conservative farmers and thrust the innovation upon them. The adaptation that spread the combine
across the northern plains was the windrow harvester. In 1926.
managers of the Campbell Farming Corporation in Montana improvised windrowers by hitching binders in staggered formation
with the tying mechanisms removed and with extension belts
delivering the cut grain to a single windrow. They threshed the
windrows successfully using Holt combines with the headers
removed and with hay loaders lifting the grain into the
cylinders.^*
Although highly publicized, this experiment hardly marked the
invention of windrow harvesting. As early as 1910, two brothers.
August and Ole Hovland, had built a thirty-foot swather and used
it on their farm in Grant County. South Dakota. The contraption
was attached to the front end of a tractor. The brothers also contrived a "traveling thresher" to pick up windrows. Unfortunately, since the combine was not yet in use on the plains, there was
little interest in a windrower. The Hovlands' invention was forgotten — by everyone except Helmer H. Hanson, who as a boy was
acquainted with the Hovtands and who later moved to Lajord.
Saskatchewan. In 1926, he and his brother EUert 0. Hanson, inspired by the example of the Hovlands and motivated by the
problems plaguing spring wheat farmers attempting to use the
combine, constructed two twenty-foot swathers from scratch.
They equipped a sixteen-foot combine to pick up windrows.
Watching their efforts closely were engineers from International
Harvester Corporation; not surprisingly, in 1927 International
Harvester offered for sale the first manufactured windrowers."
Other companies followed suit the same year and the next.
Some of the early windrowers discharged the cut grain at the end
16. Starch and Merrill, Combined Harvester-Thresher in Montana, pp. 34-35;
"Windrow Combine Reduces Shattering." American Thresherman 30 (Mar.
1928):5; "Operating a 95.000-Acre Wheat Farm," Mechanical Engineering 50 (Oct.
1928):750-51; Drache. Beyond the Furrow, pp. 116-18.
17. Helmer H. Hanson. History of Swathing and Swath Harvesting (Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan: Modern Press, 1967), throughout.
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of the platform, others at the middle. Most were powered from a
bull wheel although after a few years, models connected to the
tractor power-takeoff were more common. The first pickup
attachments were merely hay-loaders that emptied into the combine cylinder, but manufacturers soon sold pickups that bolted
onto the header, and later they developed complete combine
headers designed exclusively for picking up swathed grain.
The windrower cut standing grain and let it slide gently from a
pan onto six or eight inches of stubble left standing. It was important that the grain not fall to the ground but remain suspended on
top of the stubble, with air circulating underneath to facilitate
drying. The heads of the grain would be on top of the windrow
and pointing toward the rear. After a few days, the combine
picked up the windrow in the same direction as it was laid down.'"
Windrow harvesting resolved most of the objections to the
combine voiced by spring wheat farmers. The windrower could
begin harvest at about the same time as could the binder. It
eliminated the problem of farmers starting to combine too early,
for it kept them busy swathing. Green weeds swathed with the
grain dried out in the windrow. Swath harvesting had certain disadvantages, too: the windrower was one more piece of machinery
to buy; the necessity of going over the field twice instead of just
once cost additional labor and fuel; and grain in the windrow was
not quite as safe as grain in the shock since it was subject to
winds rolling the windrows or rains driving them to the ground.
Nevertheless, the advantages were sufficient to enable farmers
of the northern plains to embrace the labor saving combine
already utilized by their southern brothers.'^
Farmers who compared costs soon recognized the economic advantage of combining. Repeated trials showed that the cost of
operation of a prairie combine was less than $1.50 an acre. Including costs for swathing, the expense of harvesting and threshing with the combine still totaled less than $2.00. The cost of harvesting and threshing the same crop with a binder and a stationary separator consistently totaled more than $3.00 an acre. In
18. "Windrow Combine Reduces Shattering," pp. 5. 11; I. D. Mayer, "Windrow
and Pick-Up AtUchments," Agricultural Engineering (Feb. 1929):67-68; McColly.
"Combine in the Spring Wheat Area." p. 8; Starch and Merrill, Combined
Harvester-Thresher in Montana, pp. 32-35.
19. A. J. Schwantes. "Windrow Method of Combine Harvesting," Agricultural
Engineering 10 (Feb. 19291:49-50; McColly. "Combine in the Spring Wheat Area."
p. 8; Starch and Merrill. Combined Harvester-Thresher in Montana, pp. 36-38;
Lundy. Klages. and Goss. Combine in South Dakota, p. 56.
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addition, losses of grain were less with the combine. Most early
owners of combines on the northern plains bought fifteen- or
sixteen foot machines with which they harvested seven hundred
or more acres in a season. Within a few years, the second most
popular size of machine was a ten-footer, connected to the tractor
power-takeoff and capable of handling at least five hundred acres
in a season.'" "The combine," testified a typical owner from
Williams County, North Dakota, "is the greatest money-saving
implement I have on my farm.""'
With the advent of the windrower and the pickup, use of the
combine intensified in Montana and spread rapidly across the
Dakotas. Within Montana, the combine was most prevalent in the
west-central wheat regions, especially the Judith Basin (see map).
There farmers raised both winter and spring wheat, giving them
a staggered harvest and an extended period of use for the combine. The combine had already been taking root in the mid-1920s,
but the advent of the windrow harvester accelerated the trend.
The number of combines in use multiplied quickly in 1927 and
1928 (see table)."
The impact of the windrower on North and South Dakota was
even more pronounced. There, prior to the distribution of the
swather, the number of combines had remained insignificant.
With first use of the manufactured windrower in 1927, the
number of combines increased, and in 1928, the number expanded
remarkably (see table and map). In the Dakotas, the combine
displaced the binder more quickly in the central and western
parts than in the eastern parts. The binder remained entrenched
in the eastern prairies but could not withstand the combine on
the plains.^^
By 1930. all observers had to admit that the combine, abetted
by the windower, was a success on the northern plains, but
economic depression set in so deeply that general adoption of the
machine was again tabled. Labor was cheap, capital was dear, and
20. Lundy, Klages, and Goss. Combine in South Dakota, pp. 43-54; Starch and
Merrill, Combined Harvester-Thresher in Montana, pp. 10-20; Alva H. Benton et
al.. The Combined Harvester-Thresher in North Dakota, North Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin no. 225 (Fargo. 1929), pp. 27-31, 40-47.
21. "Farmers Agree that Combines Are Practical," Dakota Farmer 47 (15 Jan.
19271:45.
22. Starch and Merrill. Combined Harvester-Thresher in Montaría, pp. 6-9.
23. Miller and Benton, Combine Harvesting in North Dakota, pp. 3-6; Benton et
al.. Combined Harvester-Thresher in North Dakota, pp. 3-5; Lundy, Klages, and
Goss, Combine in South Dakota, pp. 4-5.
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TABLE
COMBINES IN USE ON THE NORTHERN PLAINS,

1925-1928
Combines in state
Year

Montana

North Dakota

South Dakota

1925
1926
1927
1928

291
575
1,500
3,185

3
27
249
1,172

25
n.a.
180
648

SOURCES; A, E. Starch and R. M. Merrill, Ttie Combined Harvetter-Threiher in Montana. MonUna Agricultural Experiment SUtion Bulletin no. 230 (Bozeman, 1930), p. 7; Alva H, Beaton et al.. The Combined
Harvester-ThresKerin North Dakota, North Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin no. 225 (Fargo,
19291, p. 4i and Gabriel Lundy, K, H. Klages. and J. F. Goss, Progreas Report on ike Vte of the Comb%ne in
South Dakota. South Dakota Agricultural Experiment Sution Bulletin no. 2U (Brookinga, 1928), p. 4.

farmers kept their binders. In 1938, a survey of eight counties
across North Dakota disclosed that only about one fourth of the
small grains were harvested by combine, either windrowed or
straight-cut. Farmers in the eastern and northern portions of the
state used the combine the least, and when they did, generally
used the swather. Farmers in the western and southern parts of
the state were more favorable to the combine and practiced
straight-cutting, but even there, many clung to the binder."
It remained for the Second World War to compel conversion to
the combine on the northern plains. Rationing of steel limited the
supply of combines on the market, but farmers snatched them up
whenever they were available. A black market flourished, with
southern dealers shipping combines to the Dakotas. Custom combiners also eased shortages by following the harvest north. At
war's end, farmers quickly invested their wartime profits in combines. By 1950, even in North Dakota, 70 percent of the small
grains were combined from the windrow, with additional acres
being straight-cut. Thereafter, attrition eliminated the last few
advocates of the binder."
24. Robert M. Cullum, Josiah C. Foisom, and Donald G. Hay, Men and Machines
in the North Dakota Harvest and Men and Machines in the North Dakota Harvest
(Statistical Supplément!, both published by U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Bureau of Agricultural Economics (Washington, D.C, 1942).
25. "Farm Equipment Available in 1944," Agricultural Situation 27 {Feb.
1944):15-16; "Farm Machinery in Wartime." Agricultural Situation 29 (June
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The adoption of the combine on the northern plains had
numerous indirect effects. For instance, the combine undermined
the place of the bindlestiff in the economy of the plains. Farmers
no longer required unskilled seasonal laborers; they wanted
skilled mechanics and drivers. They were happy to be freed of the
problems attendant to employing migrant workers. Farmers'
wives were even more pleased: the combine freed them from the
toil of cooking for ravenous harvest crews and from the concern
of having strange men about the place. A wheat farmer from
Montana reported after his first season of combining, "My wife
did not know we harvested this year."'''
The combine precipitated problems of storage and transfer of
grain. Threshing with stationary separators went on for months,
but combines shortened harvest to two or three weeks. Absorbing the entire small grain harvest into storage or market in such a
short time demanded additional elevator space and more
boxcars.''^
Farmers also modified their practices to accomodate the new
harvesting machine. They practiced clean farming because sticks
and stones damaged cylinders, and weeds clogged them. Since
the combine cleared the field immediately with the harvest,
tillage could begin sooner, thus conserving moisture (a point
more important on the southern plains than on the northern
plains). Employment of the combine made it more difficult to save
straw from the field for stock, but this resulted in the return of
more organic matter to the soil. Farmers ceased using listers and
similar furrowing implements because ridges interfered with
operation of the combine. Varieties of small grains prone to
shattering lost favor, and use of the combine at first discouraged
diversification, for farmers were enabled to harvest more acres of
1945):14-17; W. S. Johannsen, "The Great Migration," Implement and Tractor (31
July 1943):10-12. 23; "Two-thirds of Small Grains Combined," Agricultural Situation 31 (June 1947):9-10; "More and More Combines Used by Farmers in Harvesting
Grain," Agricultural Situation 36 (Apr. 1952):9-10. On custom combining, see
Thomas D. Isern. "The Custom Cutters: A History of Custom Combining on the
Great Plains," (Ph. D. diss.. Oklahoma State University. 1977).
26. "Farmers Agree that Combines Are Practical." p. 45.
27. W. E. Grimes. "The Effect of the Combined Harvester-Thresher on Farming
in a Wheat Growing Region," Scientific Agriculture 9 (Aug. 1929):774, 777-78;
Reynoldson et al.. Combined Harvester-Thresher in the Great Plains, pp. 56-57;
W. E. Grimes. "How Combines Affect Grain Storage." American Thresherman 33
(May 1930):8; F. B. Nichols, "Combines Present Wheat Storage Problem." Power
Farming 36 (Sept. 1927):6.
i
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a single crop. Eventually, however, the combine encouraged
diversification, for raising more than one major crop extended
the period of use of the expensive machine.'*
Perhaps most important, the combine played a part in the process whereby farms on the plains became larger and more capitalintensive, a process that also produced a reduction in farm
population. Relieved of the bottleneck of harvesting, successful
farmers were able to expand their acreage, purchasing more
tractors and other machinery to complement their combines.
With operating costs lowered, wheat farming also extended farther into marginal lands on the high plains.^^

This drag or pull-type combine, probably a »ix-footer
driven by tractor power-takeoff, is harvesting rye by
straight-cutting on the Max York farm in Gregory County
in the early 19SOs.

The effects of the adoption of the combine were similar in both
the northern plains and the southern plains; so were the economic
28. Goss, "What Are Combine's Advantages?," p. 35; Grimes, "Effect of the Combined Harvester-Thresher," pp. 774-81; Reynoldson et al.. Combined HarvesterThresher in the Great Plains, pp. 57-58; John H. Martin, "The Influence of the Corabine on Agronomic Practices and Research," Journal of the Am,erican Society of
Agronomy 21 (July 1929):770-71.
29. Reynoldson et al.. Combined Harvester-Thresher in the Great Plains, p. 57;
Grimes, "Effect of the Combined Harvester-Thresher," pp. 773-82.
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motives that persuaded farmers to utilize the machine. The differences between the two regions lay in the time period and
manner in which they converted to the combine. Farmers on the
southern plains, forced to mechanize by shortages and high costs
of labor, turned to the combine as soon as the prairie model was
offered. During the 1920s, a period of intense mechanization,
they, for the most part, accomplished the transition to the combine, a transition that provided them with a system of harvesting
that was the most suitable for their environment.
Entry of the combine into the northern plains came later, as
farmers there clung to a humid-area system of harvesting. They
embraced the combine only after additional adaptations, most
notably the introduction of the windrower. Perhaps, however, the
delay in adoption of the combine in the region was not simply a
matter of waiting for one more mechanical innovation. An additional explanation might be that farmers on the northern plains,
moving west from the Corn Belt, were more reluctant to break
with customs and institutions of the prairies to the east than
were their counterparts on the southern plains. The geographical
transition from prairies to plains was more subtle in the north
than in the south, creating an institutional lag, with northern
plainsmen too long holding to the trappings of the midwestern
prairies. If this were so in the case of the binder and the combine,
it might also be true of other cultural traits.
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